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 Coalition for Racial Equality and Rights

 Strategic Scottish anti-racist organisation

 Glasgow based but also national work 

 Focus on social, economic, political equality

 Capacity building, Research, Campaigning

 Evidence based policy

 Heavy focus on PSED

 Host GEF



Overview: 

Share information about legal duties upon public sector orgs to produce EQIAs

When they must be produced and what they should contain

Good (and bad!) practice examples shared

How can equality groups look to EQIAs to effect change? 

Where can you raise concerns about an EQIA?

(Provide a resource with useful links to information, questions to ask when looking at EQIA etc).

Workshop Aim: To deliver a ‘masterclass’ on 
EQIAs for equality groups and activists
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Masterclass
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

A master class is a class given to students of a 

particular discipline by an expert of that discipline—usually music, 

but also painting, drama, any of the arts, or on any other occasion 

where skills are being developed.[citation needed]

(mɑːstəʳklɑːs , mæstəʳklæs)

NOUN A masterclass is a lesson where someone who is an expert 

at something such as dancing or music gives advice to a group of 

good students. Masterclasses usually take place in public or 

are broadcast on television.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Class_(education)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Students
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Discipline_(academia)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Expert
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Music
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Painting
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Drama
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arts
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Citation_needed
https://www.collinsdictionary.com/dictionary/english/lesson
https://www.collinsdictionary.com/dictionary/english/advice
https://www.collinsdictionary.com/dictionary/english/broadcast


The General Equality Duty

Sec 149 Equality Act 2010

The general equality duty requires public authorities, in the exercise of their 

functions, to have due regard to the need to:

 Eliminate unlawful discrimination, harassment and victimisation and other 

conduct that is prohibited by the Equality Act 2010

 Advance equality of opportunity between people who share a relevant 

protected characteristic and those who do not

 Foster good relations between people who share a protected 

characteristic and those who do not. 



PSED Regulations 
The Equality Act 2010 (Specific Duties) (Scotland) Regulations 2012 as amended

3.Duty to report progress on mainstreaming the equality duty

4.Duty to publish equality outcomes and report progress

5.Duty to assess and review policies and practices

6.Duty to gather and use employee information

7.Duty to publish gender pay gap information

8.Duty to publish statements on equal pay, etc.

9.Duty to consider award criteria and conditions in relation to public procurement

10.Duty to publish in a manner that is accessible, etc.

11.Duty to consider other matters

12.Duty of the Scottish Ministers to publish proposals to enable better performance



Equality Impact Assessment

WHAT AND WHY?



EqIAs require equality considerations to be reflected into the design of policies and the delivery of services, 

including internal policies, and for these issues to be kept under review.

EqIAs should determine the extent of differential impact of a policy upon the groups and in turn whether that 

impact is adverse, that is, whether it has a negative impact on one of more pc (if so, must consider measures 

which might mitigate the adverse impact, or adverse policies)

An EqIA is a process designed to ensure that a policy, project or scheme does not discriminate against any 

disadvantaged or vulnerable people.[1]

EqIA is a method or tool for assessing the effects or impacts of a council policy or function on 
removing barriers to equality. Research shows that the way organisations do things can have 
unintentional negative effects on groups of citizens; this is known as institutional discrimination.

EqIAs help to ensure the needs of people are taken into account during the development and 

implementation of a new policy or service or when a change is made to a current policy or 
service.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Equality_impact_assessment#cite_note-EHRC-1


Legal Requirement

More proactive approach to promotion of equality (take effective action on equality)

Avoid discrimination

Increase Participation and Inclusion

Advance good relations between different groups

Develop better policies and practices

Develop policies based on evidence

Be transparent and accountable

Change the culture of decision making in public bodies

Improve outcomes for those who experience discrimination and disadvantage 



PSED Regulations

• Duty to assess and review policies and practices

• 5.—(1) A listed authority must, where and to the extent necessary to fulfil the equality duty, assess
the impact of applying a proposed new or revised policy or practice against the needs mentioned in
section 149(1) of the Act.

• (2) In making the assessment, a listed authority must consider relevant evidence relating to
persons who share a relevant protected characteristic (including any received from those persons).

• (3) A listed authority must, in developing a policy or practice, take account of the results of any
assessment made by it under paragraph (1) in respect of that policy or practice.

• (4) A listed authority must publish, within a reasonable period, the results of any assessment made
by it under paragraph (1) in respect of a policy or practice that it decides to apply.

• (5) A listed authority must make such arrangements as it considers appropriate to review and,
where necessary, revise any policy or practice that it applies in the exercise of its functions to
ensure that, in exercising those functions, it complies with the equality duty.

• (6) For the purposes of this regulation, any consideration by a listed authority as to whether or not it
is necessary to assess the impact of applying a proposed new or revised policy or practice under
paragraph (1) is not to be treated as an assessment of its impact.



2011 Draft Legislation:

Proposed by the Scottish Government but rejected by the SP Equal Opportunities Committee.

Impact assessment

5. Each listed authority must—

(a)assess the impact of its proposed policies and practices, including changes to and revisions 

of its existing policies and practices, on persons with relevant protected characteristics and on 

its ability to fulfil the section 149(1) duty;

(b)consider relevant evidence relating to persons with relevant protected characteristics in 

relation to such assessments of impact; and

(c)have due regard to the results of such assessments of impact.



PSED Regulations

• Duty to assess and review policies and practices

• 5.—(1) A listed authority must, where and to the extent necessary to fulfil the equality duty, assess
the impact of applying a proposed new or revised policy or practice against the needs mentioned
in section 149(1) of the Act.

• (2) In making the assessment, a listed authority must consider relevant evidence relating to
persons who share a relevant protected characteristic (including any received from those persons).

• (3) A listed authority must, in developing a policy or practice, take account of the results of any
assessment made by it under paragraph (1) in respect of that policy or practice.

• (4) A listed authority must publish, within a reasonable period, the results of any assessment made
by it under paragraph (1) in respect of a policy or practice that it decides to apply.

• (5) A listed authority must make such arrangements as it considers appropriate to review and,
where necessary, revise any policy or practice that it applies in the exercise of its functions to
ensure that, in exercising those functions, it complies with the equality duty.

• (6) For the purposes of this regulation, any consideration by a listed authority as to whether or not it
is necessary to assess the impact of applying a proposed new or revised policy or practice under
paragraph (1) is not to be treated as an assessment of its impact.



What do we mean by Policy?

Policies
Provisions
Criteria
Functions
Practices
Activities
Delivery of services

Essentially any activity of an organisation
Everything



PSED Regulations

• Duty to assess and review policies and practices

• 5.—(1) A listed authority must, where and to the extent necessary to fulfil the equality duty, assess
the impact of applying a proposed new or revised policy or practice against the needs mentioned in
section 149(1) of the Act.

• (2) In making the assessment, a listed authority must consider relevant evidence relating to
persons who share a relevant protected characteristic (including any received from those persons).

• (3) A listed authority must, in developing a policy or practice, take account of the results of any
assessment made by it under paragraph (1) in respect of that policy or practice.

• (4) A listed authority must publish, within a reasonable period, the results of any assessment made
by it under paragraph (1) in respect of a policy or practice that it decides to apply.

• (5) A listed authority must make such arrangements as it considers appropriate to review and,
where necessary, revise any policy or practice that it applies in the exercise of its functions to
ensure that, in exercising those functions, it complies with the equality duty.

• (6) For the purposes of this regulation, any consideration by a listed authority as to whether or not it
is necessary to assess the impact of applying a proposed new or revised policy or practice under
paragraph (1) is not to be treated as an assessment of its impact.



PSED Regulations
Duty to assess and review policies and practices

5.—(1) A listed authority must, where and to the 
extent necessary to fulfil the equality duty, assess the 
impact of applying a proposed new or revised policy 
or practice against the needs mentioned section 
149(1) of the Act.



Assess the impact of applying a proposed new 
or revised policy 

Consider how the policy will impact on the three needs of the general duty

Impact on people from all relevant protected characteristics

No methodology is specified

No particular templates provided

Due Regard – evidenced by written record

Multiple guidance and templates available, but

End of day, its for individual listed organisations to themselves decide who they will assess impact

Impact is being assessed
Impact of applying – so EqIA needs to be carried out before policy is agreed 



PSED Regulations
Duty to assess and review policies and practices

(2) In making the assessment, a listed authority 
must consider relevant evidence relating to 
persons who share a relevant protected 
characteristic (including any received from those 
persons).



Consider relevant evidence 
No requirement to involve anyone when assessing impact

But, requirement to consider the relevant evidence means that public bodies must use the evidence gathered/provided to 
decide on likely differential impacts

Assessing impact cannot be effectively undertaken unless qualitative and quantitative data on all relevant protected 
characteristic groups is available – ie data on the needs and experiences of people from all relevant protected characteristics

A public body should consider how it will gather the information required to enable it to make a judgment of the impact
of each relevant protected characteristic group

Identify gaps in the information that is available – if necessary commission new data

Intersectional data?

Are public bodies aware of all sources of data?

Cooperation within sectors to get best possible data?

Statistics alone do not give reasons or explanations for differences – need a greater insight than data alone



PSED Regulations
Duty to assess and review policies and practices

(2) In making the assessment, a listed authority 
must consider relevant evidence relating to 
persons who share a relevant protected 
characteristic (including any received from those 
persons).



PSED Regulations
Duty to assess and review policies and practices

(3) A listed authority must, in developing a policy 
or practice, take account of the results of any 
assessment made by it under paragraph (1) in 
respect of that policy or practice.



take account of the results of any assessment

If adverse effects identified, public bodies must assess whether the policy is 
unlawfully discriminatory or not

If yes, it will need to decide how to ensure that it does not discriminate

Even if no, public bodies need to consider what, if anything, to do about adverse 
impacts:

Are there alternatives which have the same aim without the adverse effects?

Mitigation measures?



take account of the results of any assessment

• Option 1: No major change (where no impact or potential for improvement is found, no action is required)

• Option 2: Adjust (where a potential or actual negative impact or potential for a more positive impact is 
found, make changes to mitigate risks or make improvements)

• Option 3: Continue (where a potential or actual negative impact or potential for a more positive impact is 
found but a decision not to make a change can be objectively justified, continue without making changes)

• Option 4: Stop and remove (where a serious risk of negative impact is found, the plans, policies etc. being 
assessed should be halted until these issues can be addressed)



PSED Regulations
Duty to assess and review policies and practices

(4) A listed authority must publish, within a 
reasonable period, the results of any assessment 
made by it under paragraph (1) in respect of a 
policy or practice that it decides to apply.



PSED Regulations
Duty to assess and review policies and practices

(4) A listed authority must publish, within a reasonable period, the results of any 
assessment made by it under paragraph (1) in respect of a policy or practice that it 
decides to apply. 

10.—(1) A listed authority must comply with its duty to publish under regulations 3, 
4, 7 and 8 in a manner that makes the information published accessible to the 
public.



PSED Regulations
Duty to assess and review policies and practices

(5) A listed authority must make such 
arrangements as it considers appropriate to 
review and, where necessary, revise any policy 
or practice that it applies in the exercise of its 
functions to ensure that, in exercising those 
functions, it complies with the equality duty.



PSED Regulations
Duty to assess and review policies and practices

(6) For the purposes of this regulation, any 
consideration by a listed authority as to whether or 
not it is necessary to assess the impact of applying a 
proposed new or revised policy or practice under 
paragraph (1) is not to be treated as an assessment 
of its impact.



PSED Regulations
Duty to assess and review policies and practices

If a listed authority is not sure whether it is necessary to assess a particular 
policy or practice in order to fulfil the general equality duty, it should carry 
out a screening exercise to determine whether an assessment of impact is 
required.

Case study — A listed authority is reviewing its 
policy on treatments for fish diseases, in doing so it 
considers the policy and decides that it is not 
necessary to assess the policy in order to fulfil the 
general equality duty.



PSED Regulations
Duty to assess and review policies and practices

(6) For the purposes of this regulation, any consideration by a 
listed authority as to whether or not it is necessary to assess the 
impact of applying a proposed new or revised policy or practice 
under paragraph (1) is not to be treated as an assessment of its 
impact.

Any consideration as to whether or not it is necessary to assess the impact of a policy or 
practice for these purposes is not to be treated as an assessment of impact. Paragraphs 
(2) to (4) do not therefore apply in relation to, for example, an initial screening exercise 
to establish whether or not an assessment is required. 



Conducting Equality Assessments

1. Define the aims of the policy

2. Consider available data and research

3. Make an assessment of impacts

4. Other factors to consider –mitigation and alternatives

5. Decision by public authority & publication of report on results of EQIA

6. Monitoring for adverse impact in the future and publication of the results 
of such monitoring



Using EqIA to Influence Decision Makers

1. Identify Problem, gather facts
2. Which public body is responsible?
3. Does issue have a negative impact on people from a protected characteristic 

group?
4. INFORMAL ACTION: Identify who to contact, work out what you want as a solution, 

describe concerns and solution to relevant person
5. FORMAL ACTION: Identify details of internal complaints procedure, use procedure, 

use FOI if helpful
6. RAISING IT FURTHER: Complain to some independent body (eg SPSO); be aware of 

time limits, confirm all previous stps taken to resolve issue
7. CONSIDER LEGAL ACTION: seek legal advice, JR may be a possibility, but remember 

courts cannot change the decision, more likely to ask them to look at it again



Enforcement
Section 156 of the Act states:
A failure in respect of a performance of a duty imposed by or under this Chapter does not confer a cause of action at 
private law.

This means that an aggrieved party who feels a public authority has not complied with the PSED can only bring their 
claim by way of judicial review (public law). Judicial review is a process whereby the High Court (and more senior 
courts) determines whether the actions of a public body are lawful. 

Only the Equality and Human Rights Commission (“EHRC”) or individuals/organisations affected by a failure of a 
public authority to comply with the PSED may issue a claim for judicial review.

The EHRC has a statutory power to institute judicial review proceedings where a public authority may have failed to 
comply with the PSED.

Further, if the EHRC suspects that an authority is not complying with the PSED it has a power to conduct an 
assessment and, if necessary, serve a compliance notice on the authority requiring it to set out in writing
steps it proposes to take to address the non-compliance.



CASE LAW:

Capacity Building Project v the City of Edinburgh Council: 

The Council decided to change the use of a building from a 
community centre to social work offices. The centre was used by the 
local BME population and the capacity building project argued that 
the council were in breach of their due regard to the need to 
eliminate unlawful racial discrimination and to promote equality and 
good relations between persons of different racial groups. The 
council revisited their plans for the building through an equality 
impact assessment and the building now has dual use as a 
community centre and an office for social work staff.

http://www.scotcourts.gov.uk/opinions/2011CSOH58.html



CASE LAW:

R (Kaur and Shah) v London Borough of Ealing

Southall Black Sisters provided specialist services to BME women fleeing 
violence. The High Court ruled that Ealing Council's proposals to move away 
from funding particular organisations such as SBS towards commissioning 
integrated services following a competitive bidding exercise was unlawful.
While Ealing Council did carry out an EqIA on its proposals, it did so 
belatedly and continued with its original plans despite concerns expressed 
by SBS that the move would have a negative impact on women from Black / 
minority ethnic backgrounds.
In an oral judgement, Lord Justice Moses reiterated the importance of 
undertaking an equality impact assessment and also the importance of 
carrying out an impact assessment before policy formulation. 
http://www.southallblacksisters.org.uk/downloads/LordJusticeMoses_JUDGMENT.rtf



CASE LAW:

R Hajrula and Hamza v London Councils: 

A Roma Support group challenged London Council’s plans to cut funding across the 
voluntary sector as it would negatively impact on the people accessing their services.
The Court found that the London Councils’ consultation process was flawed and they had 
failed to comply with their equality duties. The Court quashed the decisions and ordered the 
London Councils to re-consider their decisions having done full EqIAs.

The Court commented ‘in a case where large numbers of vulnerable people, many of whom 
fall within one or more of the protected groups, are affected, the due regard necessary is 
very high.’ 

You can read the full judgement at: 
http://www.deightonpierceglynn.co.uk/news/news_docs/Hajrula%20v%20LondonC%
20judgment.pdf



EXERCISE: Policy: STEM Bursary

In 2017, the Scottish Government would introduce a bursary of £20,000 to attract 
graduate career changers to teaching from August 2018. Funding has again been made 
available for 100 bursaries in six key STEM subjects – Maths, Physics, Computing 
Science, Technical Education, Chemistry and Home Economics to enable career 
changers to undertake the one year Post Graduate Diploma in Education (PGDE) 
course from August 2019. These are the secondary school subjects currently with the 
greatest demand for teachers. 
Applicants will be expected to hold a 2.1 degree or a minimum Initial Teacher 
Education (ITE) entry requirement with a relevant masters.
“We need to recruit more teachers in these subjects. And to do that, we need to reach 
beyond recent graduates and attract people who have the appropriate subject degree 
but are working in business or industry.
“These ‘career-changers’ still need to go through initial teacher education before they 
can become teachers. And because we understand that they have to balance family 
and financial responsibilities that new graduates may not face, we understand that the 
prospect of giving up a salary for a year while they do their teacher training is a real 
barrier for them.”







….. the problem isn’t always the legislation itself, it’s how we interpret it.

You get laws gold-plated with reams of pointless reports.

Take the Equality Act. It’s not a bad piece of legislation.

But in government we have taken the letter of this law and gone way beyond it, with Equality Impact 
Assessments for every decision we make.

Let me be very clear. I care about making sure that government policy never marginalises or discriminates.
I care about making sure we treat people equally. But let’s have the courage to say it, caring about these 
things does not have to mean churning out reams of bureaucratic nonsense.

We have smart people in Whitehall who consider equalities issues while they’re making the policy.

We don’t need all this extra tick-box stuff. 

So I can tell you today we are calling time on Equality Impact Assessments.

You no longer have to do them if these issues have been properly considered.

That way policy-makers are free to use their judgement and do the right thing to meet the equalities duty 
rather than wasting their own time and taxpayers’ money.

Prime Minister, David Cameron, 19/11/12, CBI annual conference



Reform of Scottish Specific Equality Duties
3.Duty to report progress on mainstreaming the equality duty

4.Duty to publish equality outcomes and report progress

5.Duty to assess and review policies and practices

6.Duty to gather and use employee information

7.Duty to publish gender pay gap information

8.Duty to publish statements on equal pay, etc.

9.Duty to consider award criteria and conditions in relation to 
public procurement

10.Duty to publish in a manner that is accessible, etc.

11.Duty to consider other matters

12.Duty of the Scottish Ministers to publish proposals to enable 
better performance



PSED Reform: Changes to EqIAs?
Add duty to consult?

Add duty to take steps to gather evidence if it doesn’t already exist?

Add duty to publish evidence?

Add duty to report on arrangements for training of staff in equality impact isuses?

Add requirement to record evidence and information on actual or potential impact
for all of the relevant protected characteristics, and where no findings are made, 
provide an explanation of the work done to identify this information?

Requirement to regularly carry out an audit of inequalities?
(ie produce a more strategic picture of inequalities that a public authority may be in a position to influence?)

Add requirement for annual monitoring of impacts (and publication of monitoring results?)

Or Remove requirement altogether? i.e go with Cameron’s smart people?



Three things to report back on?


